Bob Derecktor’s S & S Gulfstream family #
By Patrick Matthiesen

Bob Derecktor passed away in 2001 [see the obituary in the Autumn 2001 Newsletter] but he leaves a
legacy of fine yachts and among these a great many were designed by Olin Stephens and the S & S office. Until
the early 1960s Bob built in wood at his yard in Mamaroneck not far east of New York. Having started building
quite small boats of up to 30 feet (9 metres) just after the war, Bob justly garnered a reputation for sturdy
craftsmanship and innovatory techniques being a pioneer of the use of epoxy glue. Although working with him
was often a matter of pure faith on account of his laissez-faire attitude towards the designer’s construction
drawings, the resulting boat was always a good one and Olin Stephens, speaking after Bob’s memorial service
had this to say, “….he added both quality and colour to the world of sailing……… I knew and admired Bob,
first in 1937, when, still in High School he had built a good little boat and he came to my house. After setting
up his own yard, he built many S&S designs and because I felt responsibility to the owner this was a sort of
adventure with my confidence in his quality somewhat offset by Bob’s cavalier attitude towards the plans he
was supposed to follow. If this was a little exciting, the boats were always well built. Bob knew and loved
boats and many friends knew and loved Bob.”

Fig. 1 Nugget #172 1936 - sections
Around 1953 Bob came to Olin looking for plans for a series production 36 footer (11 m) wooden boat. One
might surmise that so soon after the war Bob did not want to run to the expense of a totally new design for what
he was to call the Gulfstream 36. So it was that a much earlier design dating back to 1936 was pressed into
service and adapted with minimal change. The design in question was no.172 with the drawings initialled by
RAS [see Fig. 1 for the sections] for a cruising boat called Nugget designed for Porter Buck and measuring

LOA 33ft, LWL 26ft, Beam 10ft ½ in, Draft a modest 5 feet. Nugget had a cut off transom with a steeply raked
slim outboard hung rudder. This alone would make her somewhat unusual for an S and S, but a glance at her
lines shows a distinct hollow in the flat bow sections, a fair amount of beam with topsides flaring outboard yet
curving into the run of an exceptionally slack bilge form well above the waterline, and way more sheer than a
small S and S design might normally have had. The house was narrow and slab sided in accord with the
conventions of the time and the cockpit ample with nicely curved slightly flared coamings. On account of the
fact that the topsides curve inboard so gracefully well above the DWL the actual space at cabin sole level is
extremely cramped despite the abundant beam of 10 ½ feet [3.36m]. For this reason all four sleeping berths are
positioned amidships where the beam can be used, the galley is aft and the forepeak, narrowed by the hollow
bow [see Fig. 2] may accommodate a pipe cot and sail bin storage.

Fig. 2 Forepeak

Fig.3 Herreshoff Fish Class

When I first looked at these plans they reminded me curiously of Herreshoff and so I asked Olin why Nugget
was such an atypical S and S creation, pretty though she certainly was and safe and stable with her long keel.
Quick as a flash back came an e-mailed reply: “Dear Patrick, Nugget was a good boat with a bow to N.G.H. as
the father of an associate, Porter Buck, had owned a Herreshoff Fish Boat and wanted a new boat similar but
larger. So Nugget.” And there was the answer. For a Fish Class hull see Fig.3.
A distinct relationship with the snubbed-up bow of Nugget and the upturn of the sheer to the transom is
immediately apparent. The Fish was a tad under 21 feet [6.4m] with a waterline length of 16 feet, a beam of 7ft
1 ½ in and a draft of 3ft 1 ½ in. She was an open boat and a very smart, fast sailor like so many NGH designs
well suited to coastal cruising with a cramped cuddy and two berths. Her sail area was 253 sq. ft [ 25 sq.m.] and
she carried external ballast secured with bronze bolts of about 1400 lbs of lead. The Fish had originally been
designed as the larger sister to the venerable Herreshoff 12 1/2 designed early in the last century c.1914. The
Fish had slightly longer overhangs forward and the first batch of 20 were ready for the 1916 season with

apparently about two dozen more built by 1940, so it was a very successful class. The boat was offered in
Marconi as well as gaff rig, and examples have continued to be built right up to the present day.
So Olin produced an ‘improved and enlarged’ Fish for Mr Buck and by all accounts the boat was a great success
and much admired showing a fine turn of speed and no doubt rating extremely competitively with her snubbed
transom. So much so in fact that a couple of years later Nugget was ‘cloned’ with a slightly modified rig. This
was to be Temperance also known as Windward design no. 387 of 1938-9 [See Fig. 4]. By all accounts Mr
Buck must have been pleased with S & S for in 1953 he went back to them for a Loki class built by Tore Holm.

Fig. 4 Temperance
Temperance was an immediate success and at once made a name for herself in cruiser-racing on Long Island
Sound. The new boat had a slightly modified and seemingly taller rig sporting 503 sq.ft. [about 50 sq.m.], was
built at the Kretzer boatyard at City Island, New York for Donald Lafkin of the prestigious Larchmont YC. At
the time it was commented that the new boat ‘differs in sail plan and cabin layout from Nugget, her mainsail
being about the size of a 6 metre and a fore triangle slightly larger than that of a “Six”’. The cabin arrangements
[see Fig. 5] were not far different from her predecessor with a deep sunken cockpit [a desirable feature in itself
on an offshore boat but one not loved by Rod Stephens who preferred the inherent strength of a construction
method which continues the decks into the cockpit seating minimising the cutting of the carlins and allowing
only for a foot well. Indeed sunken cockpits are the exception rather than the norm on classic S and S designs]
allowing comfort and back support. The trunk cabin is cut off just abaft the mast. This has the disadvantage of
making the forepeak restricted [but it is in any case far from roomy see Fig.2!] ‘but makes for better appearance

and gives a fine forward deck on which there is plenty of room to handle light canvas’. Speaking of this design
during the war Olin said ‘While it is out of the question to build a boat such as this today, the size and type is in
great demand in the second-hand market, and will be wanted when building starts again after the war.’ How
prophetic this was and one wonders whether the young Bob Derecktor read the article in question in Yachting
Magazine!

Fig.5 Temperance construction plan
And so it was that in 1953 the Gulfstream 36 and Super Gulfstream were born. The lines of Nugget/Temperance
were taken without any alteration at all except that the transom was naturally drawn out into an elegant counter
[see Fig. 7] with raked stern board extending the existing lines to almost 37 feet [11.29m]. Once again the rig
was modernised to a masthead single spreader rig but on some Derecktor boats the shrouds are actually
mounted on chain plates some 6 inches inboard from the extreme beam on ’floating’ ply chain plates tied to the
deck head and the bilge stringer [see Fig. 6]. I feel sure that this prescient move was a Derecktor invention,
years ahead of its time and allowing a narrower sheeting base and therefore greater close windedness. The size
of the rig was increased yet again and the boat was offered as a sloop with 599 sq .ft or as a yawl with 615 sq. ft
of sail area.
The very narrow house roof was retained but the house is now extended forward of the mast to increase the
habitability of the forepeak. On account of the hull form the existing accommodation plan was retained sleeping
now up to 6 with the galley aft where the cabin sole was widest and flattest. One of the most pleasing features
about this boat, apart from her obvious good looks inherited from such a distinguished parentage, is the width of
the side decks that gives great elegance to the hull. I reproduce below a few photos of Beowulf a Super
Gulfstream sloop reputed to have been briefly owned by Bob Derecktor himself before he built and designed

Fig.6 Inboard chain plates

Fig. 7 The elegant rear view!

Greygoose for himself. By all accounts the Gulfstream 36 is a well mannered and excellent sea boat and people
have spoken highly of them. Olin himself writing to me said: ‘I don't think you would make any mistake in
going for the Gulfstream 36 unless you think she is just too small. Sailing performance (speed) should be good
for her size considering a reasonable rating. Good sails are always important for speed and being small you
might be comfortable with having the best.’ I have not been able to ascertain just how many Gulfstreams
actually were built but they may have been built by other builders apart from Derecktor.

Beowulf, a Super Gulfstream at her mooring in Rock Hall, MD.
The success of the ‘36’ led Derecktor to seek a boat that would appeal to a wider market so that 3 years later, in
1956, he approached S & S for design 1147, a more modern, smaller boat under 30 feet [9.15 m]. In those days of
comparatively narrow beams compared to today’s standards, 30 feet was the minimum to allow habitability for four
people and equipment and allow coastal racing and cruising. S & S had enjoyed great success and racing acclaim
with their Pilot Class design no.539 which had appeared in 1946 [Old Rarity hull. No 1 can currently be acquired
through S and S]. Olin himself carefully drew the midsections and this class, in one form or another, was to spawn a
whole family of variants and derivatives over the next decade or so ending with Hestia. [See Fig.8]

Fig.8 Gulfstream 30 Lines and Sections

Gulfstream 30 Sail plan
The Gulfstream 30 was a successful attempt by Derecktor to use his established building techniques to series
produce at the lowest possible cost a boat that would combine most of the accommodation of the Pilot at a
significantly reduced cost. At the same time the sales literature boasted “they are fast and should be good
contenders in coastwise racing events”. In this they were to continue a small boat S & S racing tradition that
had started with the Kretzer 30, design 81 with six built, in 1935, and progressed through the popular
Weekender and Pilot classes. The first batch envisaged eight boats. As late as 1960 The Landing School Boat
Shop launched an example at Kennebunkport. The boats bore several well established Derecktor hallmarks –
the use of lamination, a tendency to eliminate carlins especially for the deck beams, extensive use of plywood,
simple but adequate joinery, the elimination of many structural members to decrease weight, a specific rather
jaunty look to the cabin with well cambered sides and a high cambered pitch to the stressed ply cabin roof.
[See Fig 8]

An early Gulfstream 30 after launching

The Landing School Gulfstream 30 in the shop

Both S and S and her builder described the ‘30’ as “the smallest practical four-berth auxiliary with room
enough for the whole family or a four man racing crew”. Nevertheless the construction boasted considerable
sophistication. She followed better than standard American practice of being built in Honduras rather than
Philippine mahogany planking, white oak backbone, frames and stem, mahogany trim and canvas covered

ply decking. Surprisingly in a boat so small and cost conscious she was not only Everdur screw fastened
with monel bronze bolts, but like her biggest and more famed S & S sisters she had bronze strapping and
expensive bronze floor reinforcements, something that would have been unthinkable on a European boat
where the floors would have been oak, or galvanised steel. The keel was 3000 lbs [1364 kg] of lead and the
best Merriman hardware was fitted together with stainless rigging at a time when a European boat would
have had galvanised plough steel. The universally popular Atomic 4 petrol [gas] engine was fitted; the
galley was quite adequate, while the head was hidden, in time honoured fashion, between the V berths
forward. A nice touch for so small a boat was to provide a forward Dorade vent in the bow. Measurements
were LOA 29ft 6 in, LWL 21ft 10 in, Beam 8ft, Draft 4ft 8in while the sail area of 390 sq.ft. provided
plenty of light weather drive for the moderately light a hull with 7700 lbs displacement [3500 kg] in a
masthead single spreader rig. This was a type that was to set the norm for S and S with rather sturdy masts
until almost the mid ‘60s when S & S realised that they were carrying a penalty compared to the opposition
with over heavy spars, and reverted once again to lighter multi spreader rigs. The interior was to traditional
Derecktor patterns just like the ‘36’ and was surprisingly roomy with excellent headroom for a small craft of

Gulfstream 30s interiors
This period of 5’ 8” [172 cm]. Some versions had a forward bulkhead and door to allow privacy in the
‘stateroom’. The galley was supplied by an 18 gallon stainless tank for water and the boat came ready to sail
away with working sails, pump, compass, life jackets, fire extinguisher, horn, bell, boat hook, anchor and lines
most of which would be considered as ‘extras’ today! Because of her series production Derecktor claimed the
boats were 15 to 20% less expensive than a custom design and it was expected they might sell for a fraction
below the magic $10000 level making them attractive to young professional families. In effect, rather than
being the smaller sister to the ‘36’, they were the big sister to the smaller 25 foot S & S MarCasado design
no.681which Derecktor had built in the mid-1940s and of which the yard retains one example still today.

The Landing School 30 at launching

Sundance – the first ‘42’ launched
The final boat in the Gulfstream series built by Bob Derecktor was the ‘42’ and in many ways this was the
most ambitious and avant-garde. Over the years the name ‘Derecktor’ has become synonymous with the finest
aluminium construction, whether in Florida or, more recently, in Newport. [It was Bob Derektor who was to
build the new S&S aluminium 12 meter Courageous (design no. 2285 in 1971) as well as building Britton
Chance’s Marina. Other notable S&S boats built by Bob Derektor included the third Palawan built in
aluminium and which between 1966 and ‘70 won first, second or third places 20 times in 29 races and later on
Derektor specialised in motor yacht designs such as the S&S Lady Francis (design 2512) a 105’ motor yacht
capable of 30 knots. Bob Derektor shared in the design and construction details of this vessel which set a
trend for future designs from S&S’s board while Encore (design 2527) of 1989, a 73’ alloy racing sloop
which swept the board in 1990 was also built at Derektor’s.].
However, the ‘42’ was to be the first series aluminium boat, preceding even the Sparstep 39 [design 1693 of
1961 which was exactly based on Nova, the successful San Diego based wooden racer built by Driscoll in
1960 which at the time proved an unbeatable light air boat]. The ’42’ was design number 1624 and the plans
were already completed by February 1960 so one might assume that drawing commenced as early as 1959 at
about the same time that Nova was designed. The two boats shared much in common except that the ‘42’ was
of course an enlargement, had a little more freeboard and in consequence could dispense with the doghouse,
reverting also to a more old fashioned and traditional location of the engine behind the companionway. But
the lines are remarkably similar excepting that amendments had to be made to the ‘42’s construction methods
and so the forward sections are flatter, less elegant and the forefoot a little less fine lacking the curling hint of
a ‘U’shaped profile apparent on Nova. In addition Nova had the slightly sleeker, finer after body. Hard to

know how the two designs might have competed. What Nova might gain in hull shape and sophistication of
line and the lower ballasting of her auxiliary, the ‘42’ would recapture in her lighter displacement owing to
the aluminium construction for although heavily built she was 3 foot longer for the same displacement.
Nevertheless the new boat built in a cutting edge material was unmistakeably ‘S & S’.
Construction commenced in 1961 on a first batch of three boats. Construction was fairly massive .The
aluminium hull was closely framed and plate thickness was 3/16 to 3/8 in [ almost 9mm thick!], welded
according to the best ALCOA practice and with heavy alloy sheer clamps. The decks were plywood glass
covered, while the cabin and trim was best Honduras mahogany so that in appearance the boat would have
looked more like a wooden sister than one of the nearly contemporary Sailmaster 45s which shared a not
dissimilar hull under body with a slightly longer profile to the keel than was becoming the norm with S and S
and leading up to the ultra short rudder attached keels of Hestia or Palynodie. The sheer, though noticeable
and not as flattened as the Swans which were to follow has noticeably less upturn than her predecessors,
particularly aft, though the bow still retains the pretty spoon shape. Owing to the space saving nature of the
construction the tanks could be integrally welded though apparently they caused some trouble and were prone
to leaks. Capacities were excellent for a boat of this size and period – 95 gallons of fuel and 145 of water.
Masts were made by Derecktor, and judging by those he made for Inverness, an almost contemporary 47 foot
racing design with markedly sleeker sections, they were massively fabricated from thick wall aluminium with
wooden spreaders weighing double what a modern mast might weigh but in consequence being virtually
unbreakable, Deck hardware was as usual the best bronze that Merriman could offer and this had to be
carefully electrically insulated from the alloy structure to prevent degradation of the alloy while the rigging
was stainless swaged with bronze turnbuckles which again must have caused an insulation problem when
connecting to the integrally welded alloy chain plates. Fittings were complete and heavily trimmed inside with
varnished mahogany to the usual Derecktor patterns with rounded corners and edges, handrails and specially
designed custom chrome fitments, with a large icebox with facility for engine drive refrigeration, the classic

American stainless alcohol galley with Formica trim and a Perkins 34hp diesel. Most important, in the best S
& S tradition the 7000 lbs lead ball was carried externally to the hull to afford full protection against
grounding. The rudder was also aluminium, making a considerable weight saving over a conventional boat,
faired into the hull. The boat’s dimensions still showed elegant classic proportions: LOA 41ft 6 1/2 in, DWL
29ft 3 in, Beam 11 ft, Draft 6ft 3 in with a total designed displacement of 18,445 lbs driven by a sail area of
784 sq.ft. In comparison a wooden racing hull such as Inverness designed immediately afterwards displaced a
colossal 15000 to 16000 lbs more [virtually double] for a DWL increase of 15% and an increase in sail area of
only 22% so the ‘42’ should have been a smart light air performer for her time though of course today a boat
this size might weigh in at 50% less and even in 1963 Bill Lapworth’s renowned Cal 40 with a DWL of 30ft
3 in had brought displacement down to a then epoch making 15000 lbs for a hull with the same beam as the
‘42’, yet whereas the Cal40 would easily be the faster boat downwind by a wide margin, the ‘42’, with its
classic hull shape and well tried and tested S & S heritage, would have provided more room, a quieter ride,
closer windedness and probably better performance close hauled. Interestingly, for a hull of this size, the ‘42’
was offered with tiller steering, perhaps to reduce costs and increase simplicity, perhaps to accentuate her
racing heritage.

The sail plan followed well established S & S principles the sturdy mast being supported by single spreaders.
The rig is surprisingly low aspect for such a well ballasted hull perhaps influenced by the CCA rule with a J
Measurement of 16 feet pushing the mast fairly well aft, but with P of only 38 ft 6 in and P2 of 44 feet so the
sail area is beefed up by the long boom B = 16feet. Most boats seem to have been rigged as yawls to take
advantage of the CCA allowance. If upgraded the ‘42’ would make a splendid classic boat in which to attend
classic events today and in which to cruise safely with her remarkably sturdy construction and classic
‘wooden boat’ good looks with relatively wide side decks and a low unobtrusive cabin top. If one was to
criticise it would be that in order to make the forward cabin more roomy the house carried a little to far
forward and one would like to see a slightly shorter keel profile and the hall mark hollowed scoop shape to the
counter which denotes a pedigree custom S & s design. The boat is best described in the sales sheet provided
by her designers in January 1962:
‘This handsome 42’ over-all yawl is the first of a series now building at Robert E.
Derecktor’s to designs by Sparkman & Stephens. She is of all welded aluminium alloy
construction with fibreglass non-skid decks, aluminium masts, roller reefing boom and has
DIESEL power.

The hull design closely follows that of the highly successful Gulf Stream “30” on which
Derecktor and Sparkman & Stephens also collaborated. The “30s” are especially fast in light to
moderate going. The “42” should be equally successful under such conditions but, by virtue of
increased size and power from the light, heavily ballasted hulls, should excel in a breeze as well.
With 6’3” draft, wholesome design and strong construction the Gulf Stream “42” will be as
seaworthy as any comparable boat.
Ocean racing and cruising yachtsmen are coming to recognise aluminium as the finest type of
construction. By building in quantity it is possible to sell Gulf Stream “42” at a cost comparable
to other materials. Use of aluminium provides the utmost in strength which in turn will permit
those boats to be driven hard and for the rig to be set up hard without the chance of distortion or
damage to the hulls. Maintenance will be low throughout their long life. Integral tanks are low
in the hull, providing 95 gallons of fuel for the Westerbeke Four 99 Diesel and 145 gallons of
water.
The Gulf Stream “42s” have Honduras mahogany toe rails, trunk cabin and coatings and
Honduras mahogany joiner work below, all built to the standards for which Derecktor has
become famous through years of building the finest custom yachts.
The layout shows a well laid out galley aft, 4 berth main cabin, spacious head, abundant stowage
and locker space and a double stateroom forward.
The Gulf Stream “42” is the answer for one desiring the ultimate in construction materials and
finish, in a boat designed to win races and provide comfortable cruising for six.’

# I dedicate this article to the late Bob Derecktor whom, alas, I was never to know personally. His craftsmanship in
building Inverness was to keep me safe throughout several hair-raising experiences and it also gave me immense
pleasure through the strength and integrity of her construction
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